Scaling Co-Requisite Remediation in Mathematics

Led by Math Faculty from two and four year institutions across the state, Louisiana Math Forward is focused on scaling co-requisite remediation in Mathematics. Moving beyond boutique approaches, this initiative is grounded in equity, and oriented by respect for institutional missions and the unique contexts of Louisiana.

Visit our Website: Louisiana Math Forward

Learn More About this Project

Learn more about this faculty led initiative to strengthen design and implementation to scale effective co-req models by viewing our the pre-recorded webinar, HERE.

Math Forward Launch at October Board of Regents Meeting
The work of the (Math Forward Steering) Committee is important because doing things the way we have always done them is so simple and easy, but effective and productive change only occurs when there is practitioner buy in... It is awesome for me to know the work of the Steering Committee is proactive, in the sense that we are not reacting to a mandate from somewhere else. That is such a point of pride for me as an educator working in Louisiana.

JUSTIN TISON
Math Forward Steering Committee Member and
Assistant Director of College Transition Programs,
Workforce Development and Continuing Education at
Bossier Parish Community College

The project officially launched at the October Board of Regents meeting. Justin Tison spoke to the Board on the efforts of Louisiana Math Forward.

Want to hear more of this presentation to the Board of Regents? Watch the presentation here.

People in the Reform:
Dr. Kim Hunter Reed, Commissioner of Higher Education

"It's important to be dissatisfied with the status quo. Never be satisfied. Always believe that you can make a difference."- Dr. Kim Hunter Reed

Hear more of Dr. Reed's advice for leaders here: Strong Start to Finish People in Reform Series

Call for Participation

Spread the Word for Updates on Upcoming Louisiana Math Forward Events

Want to make sure your colleagues are included in all Math Forward event announcements and newsletters? Share the sign up link below: Louisiana Math Forward Notification Sign Up